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Table(3:(Protective(Device(Coordination(Study(Requirements(and(Specifications(Marketing!Requirements! Engineering!Specifications! Justification!!1,5! Provide!clear!printouts!of!the!settings!for!all!adjustable!devices!such!as,!ground!fault!equipment,!relays,!etc.!




1,4!! Perform!a!walk!through!! This!will!provide!us!with!Marketing!Requirements!!1. Provide!accurate!and!reliable!data!from!protective!coordination!study!for!the!Cal!Poly!campus!2. Keep!equipment!costs!below!$100!!3. User!friendly!results!!4. Perform!all!measurements!and!analysis!safely!including:!
• Protective!relay!settings!!
• Bus!voltages,!currents,!and!load!
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   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)
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   Thermal Curve









   Thermal Curve
   INST 4 (1200A)







































   Thermal Curve (Fixed)











   Thermal Curve (Fixed)
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   Thermal Curve (Fixed)






   Thermal Curve (Fixed)











































   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)
   INST OR Fixed (65000A)
SWBD A









   Thermal Curve
   INST 8 (6400A)
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   Fixed
CBL-0105





































































































































































































































































   Fixed
UTIL-0001















   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)









Rated HP 80 hp
FP-1A






   Thermal Curve (Fixed)
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   Thermal Curve (Fixed)
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   Thermal Curve (Fixed)






   Thermal Curve
   INST 5 (3000A)
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   Thermal Curve
   INST 6 (3600A)






























   Thermal Curve (Fixed)
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1 1/0CBL-0002 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 50.00
SWBD A
BUS-0043
2 250CBL-0003 2 1/2" 1480 4-1/C+G 40.00
SWBD A
BUS-0009
3 350CBL-0004 3" 3/0480 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD A
DISTP-1M-W
2 300CBL-0005 2 1/2" 1/0480 4-1/C+G 10.00
SWBD A
DISTP-1LTG-W
2 300CBL-0006 2 1/2" 1/0480 4-1/C+G 10.00
SWBD A
BUS-0255
3 300CBL-0007 2 1/2" 2/0480 4-1/C+G 285.00
SWBD A
BUS-0042
4 350CBL-0008 3" 4/0480 4-1/C+G 250.00
SWBD A
BUS-0021
2 300CBL-0010 2 1/2" 1/0480 4-1/C+G 10.00
DISTP-1SB-W
DISTP-3SB-E
4 250CBL-0017 2 1/2" 3/0208 4-1/C+G 250.00
SWBD-3L-E
3RP-E
1 4/0CBL-0021 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 20.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP1-E
1 4/0CBL-0022 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 35.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP2-E
1 4/0CBL-0023 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 110.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP2-W
1 4/0CBL-0025 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 75.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP4-W
1 4/0CBL-0027 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 75.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP5-W
1 4/0CBL-0028 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 65.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP6-W
1 4/0CBL-0029 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 70.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP7-W
1 4/0CBL-0030 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 85.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP8-W
1 4/0CBL-0031 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP9-W
1 4/0CBL-0032 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 85.00
SWBD-2L-W
2RP-W
1 4/0CBL-0034 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 15.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP1-W
1 4/0CBL-0036 2" 4208 4/C 155.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP2-W





















1 4/0CBL-0038 2" 4208 4/C 110.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP4-W
1 4/0CBL-0039 2" 4208 4/C 90.00
DISTP-4L-W
4RP-W
1 4/0CBL-0040 2" 4208 4/C 10.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP1-W
1 4/0CBL-0041 2" 4208 4/C 30.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP2-W
1 4/0CBL-0042 2" 4208 4/C 30.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP3-W
1 4/0CBL-0043 2" 4208 4/C 60.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP4-W
1 4/0CBL-0044 2" 4208 4/C 90.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP5-W
1 4/0CBL-0045 2" 4208 4/C 40.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP6-W
1 4/0CBL-0046 2" 4208 4/C 40.00
DISTP-4L-W
4LP7-W
1 4/0CBL-0047 2" 4208 4/C 100.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP8_W
1 4/0CBL-0048 2" 4208 4/C 125.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP9-W
1 4/0CBL-0049 2" 4208 4/C 85.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP10-W
1 4/0CBL-0050 2" 4208 4/C 95.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP11-W
1 4/0CBL-0051 2" 4208 4/C 125.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP5-W
1 4/0CBL-0052 2" 4208 4/C 45.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP6-W
1 4/0CBL-0053 2" 4208 4/C 50.00
DISTP-4L-W
3LP7-W
1 4/0CBL-0054 2" 4208 4/C 85.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0077
1 4CBL-0055 1" 8480 3-1/C+G 340.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0078
1 4CBL-0056 1" 8480 3-1/C+G 340.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0079
1 4CBL-0057 1" 8480 3-1/C+G 70.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0080
1 4CBL-0058 1" 8480 3-1/C+G 70.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0082





















1 8CBL-0061 3/4" 10480 3-1/C+G 30.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0084
1 12CBL-0062 3/4" 12480 3-1/C+G 30.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0085
1 12CBL-0063 3/4" 12480 3-1/C+G 35.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0086
1 8CBL-0064 3/4" 10480 3-1/C+G 20.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0089
1 10CBL-0067 3/4" 10480 3-1/C+G 75.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0090
1 3/0CBL-0068 2" 4480 3-1/C+G 55.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0091
1 8CBL-0069 3/4" 10480 3-1/C+G 25.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP3-E
1 4/0CBL-0070 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 140.00
DISTP-1M-W
BUS-0093
1 1CBL-0071 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 10.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP4-E
1 4/0CBL-0072 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 45.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP5-E
1 4/0CBL-0073 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 65.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP6-E
1 4/0CBL-0074 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 150.00
SWBD-3L-E
2LP7-E
1 4/0CBL-0075 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP1-E
1 4/0CBL-0076 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 35.00
DISTP-1LTG-W
1LTG-W
1 1CBL-0077 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 5.00
DISTP-1LTG-W
2LTG-W
1 1CBL-0078 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 30.00
DISTP-1LTG-W
4LTG-W
1 1CBL-0079 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 60.00
DISTP-1LTG-W
3LTG-E
1 1CBL-0080 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 215.00
DISTP-1LTG-W
6LTG-E
1 4/0CBL-0081 2" 4480 4-1/C+G 280.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP2-E
1 4/0CBL-0082 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 30.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP3-E
1 4/0CBL-0083 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 95.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP4-E





















1 4/0CBL-0085 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 75.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP6-E
1 4/0CBL-0086 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 45.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP7-E
1 4/0CBL-0087 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-3L-E
3LP8-E
1 4/0CBL-0088 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 135.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP1-E
1 4/0CBL-0090 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 55.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP2-E
1 4/0CBL-0091 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 50.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP3-E
1 4/0CBL-0092 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 80.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP4-E
1 4/0CBL-0093 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 125.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP6-E
1 4/0CBL-0095 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP7-E
1 4/0CBL-0096 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 55.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP8-E
1 4/0CBL-0097 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 95.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP9-E
1 4/0CBL-0098 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 135.00
SWBD-6L-E
6RP-E
1 4/0CBL-0099 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 15.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP1-E
1 4/0CBL-0100 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 70.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP2-E
1 4/0CBL-0101 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP3-E
1 4/0CBL-0102 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 55.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP4-E
1 4/0CBL-0103 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 80.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP5-E
1 4/0CBL-0104 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 105.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP6-E
1 4/0CBL-0105 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 115.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP7-E
1 4/0CBL-0106 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 65.00
SWBD-6L-E
5LP8-E
1 4/0CBL-0107 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 70.00
SWBD-6L-E
6LP1-E





















1 4/0CBL-0109 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 30.00
SWBD-6L-E
6LP3-E
1 4/0CBL-0110 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 30.00
SWBD-6L-E
6LP4-E
1 4/0CBL-0111 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 95.00
SWBD-6L-E
6LP5-E
1 4/0CBL-0112 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 145.00
DISTP-1ML-W
PNL-1M-W
1 1CBL-0113 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 10.00
DISTP-1ML-W
PNL 2M-W
1 1CBL-0114 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 30.00
DISTP-1ML-W
PNL 4M-W
1 1CBL-0115 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 60.00
DISTP-1ML-W
PNL 3M-E
1 1CBL-0116 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 250.00
DISTP-1ML-W
PNL 6M-E
1 1CBL-0117 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 280.00
SWBD-6L-E
6LP6-E
1 4/0CBL-0118 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-6L-E
6LP7-E
1 4/0CBL-0119 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 45.00
DISTP-1SB-W
1D-W
1 1CBL-0120 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 30.00
DISTP-1SB-W
2SB-W
1 1CBL-0121 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 20.00
DISTP-1SB-W
3D-W
1 1CBL-0122 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 45.00
DISTP-1SB-W
4SB-W
1 1CBL-0123 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 60.00
DISTP-1SB-W
DS
1 4/0CBL-0124 2" 4208 4-1/C+G 60.00
DISTP-3SB-E
2D-E
1 1/0CBL-0125 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 15.00
DISTP-3SB-E
3SB-E
1 1CBL-0126 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 10.00
DISTP-3SB-E
4D-E
1 1CBL-0127 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 15.00
DISTP-3SB-E
5D-E
1 1CBL-0128 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 30.00
DISTP-3SB-E
6SB-E
1 1/0CBL-0129 1 1/2" 6208 4-1/C+G 45.00
SWBD-3L-E
4LP5-E





















1 4/0CBL-0176 2" 4480 4-1/C+G 285.00
DISTP-1EM
1EM-W
1 1CBL-0177 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 10.00
DISTP-1EM
3EM-E
1 1CBL-0178 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 250.00
DISTP-1EM
BUS-0193
1 4CBL-0179 1" 8480 4-1/C+G 270.00
DISTP-1EM
BUS-0194
1 4CBL-0180 1" 8480 4-1/C+G 270.00
DISTP-1EM
BUS-0195
1 4CBL-0181 1" 8480 4-1/C+G 30.00
BUS-0231
SWBD A
1 1/0CBL-0213 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 2.00
BUS-0234
SWBD-2L-W
4 350CBL-0214 3" 4/0208 4-1/C+G 5.00
SWBD A
BUS-0235
1 1/0CBL-0215 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 10.00
BUS-0242
BUS-0241
1 1/0CBL-0219 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 5.00
DISTP-GEN
BUS-0244
1 1/0CBL-0220 1 1/2" 6480 4-1/C+G 5.00
BUS-0245
DISTP-1SB-W
1 500CBL-0221 3" 2208 4-1/C+G 5.00
BUS-0246
DISTP-4L-W
4 500CBL-0222 3" 250208 4-1/C+G 10.00
BUS-0247
SWBD-3L-E
7 500CBL-0223 3" 500208 4-1/C+G 10.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP1-W
1 4/0CBL-0224 2 1/2" 4208 4-1/C+G 135.00
BUS-0249
BUS-0231
2 250CBL-0225 2 1/2" 1480 4-1/C+G 10.00
BUS-0252
BUS-0250
2 250CBL-0226 2 1/2" 1480 4-1/C+G 60.00
BUS-0252
BUS-0251
2 250CBL-0227 2 1/2" 1480 4-1/C+G 60.00
SWBD-2L-W
2LP3-W
1 4/0CBL-0228 2 1/2" 4208 4-1/C+G 135.00
DISTP-GEN
BUS-0268
2 500CBL-0231 3" 2/0480 4-1/C+G 500.00
SWBD-2L-W
1RP-W







XFMR 1M D480 WG75 PADMOUNT 208
XFMR 4L-W D480 WG500 PADMOUNT 208
XFMR SB D480 WG113 PADMOUNT 208
XFMR-2L-W D480 WG300 PADMOUNT 208
XFMR-3L-E D480 WG750 PADMOUNT 208
XFMR-6L-E D480 WG500 PADMOUNT 208
XFR-T180-134Y-A D12,000 WG2,000 PADMOUNT 480
Project: Senior Project 1L








Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-1SB-W
CB-1D-W
Fixed   HG 100100 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1EM
CB-1EM-W Feeder




Fixed   HG 100100 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1LTG-W
CB-1LTG-W Feeder




Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-1RP-W
Thermal Curve   INST   2MH 1,2001,200 SQUARE D MH125-1200A0SWBD A
CB-2/3LPEW
Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-3SB-E
CB-2D-E
Thermal Curve   INST   LOPH 1,2001,200 SQUARE D PH600-2000A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2L-W Main
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-2LP1-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP1-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-2LP2-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP2-W









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP3-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-2LP4-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP4-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-2LP5-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP5-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-2LP6-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP6-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-2LP7-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP7-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP8-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2LP9-W
Thermal Curve   INST   2LC 600600 SQUARE D LC300-600A0SWBD A
CB-2LPWW
Fixed   HG 100100 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1LTG-W
CB-2LTG-W Feeder




Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-2L-W
CB-2RP-W









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING




Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-1SB-W
CB-3D-W
Fixed   HG 100100 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1EM
CB-3EM-W Feeder
Thermal Curve   INST   LOPC 2,5002,500 SQUARE D PC1600-2500A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3L-E Main
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP1-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP1-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP10-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP11-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP2-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP2-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP3-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP3-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP4-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP4-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP5-E









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP6-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP6-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP7-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP7-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3LP8-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP8-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-3LP9-W




Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-3RP-E
Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-3SB-E
CB-3SB-E
Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-3SB-E
CB-4D-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP1-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP1-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP2-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP2-W









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP3-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP4-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP4-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP5-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP5-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP6-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP6-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP7-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4LP7-W
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP8-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-3L-E
CB-4LP9-E
Fixed   HG 100100 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1LTG-W
CB-4LTG-W Feeder
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-4RP-W
Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-1SB-W
CB-4SB-W













Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP-7
Fixed   QG 7070 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP1-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP2-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP3-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP4-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP5-E
Fixed   QG 225225 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP6-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-5LP8-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6-LP1-E
Thermal Curve   INST   2PA 2,0002,000 SQUARE D PA600-2000A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6L-E Main
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6LP2-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6LP3-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6LP4-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6LP5-E
Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6LP6-E









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING




Fixed   QG 150150 SQUARE D QG70-250A0SWBD-6L-E
CB-6RP-E
Fixed   FA 100100 SQUARE D FA15-100A0DISTP-3SB-E
CB-6SB-E
Thermal Curve   INST, (1250 - 2500A)   1250NJGA 250250 SIEMENS JG, 2-4 Poles250-400A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-AC-1
Fixed   HG 125125 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-AH-1(1)
Fixed   HG 125125 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-AH-1(2)
Fixed   HG 9090 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-AH-2(1)
Fixed   HG 9090 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-AH-2(2)
Thermal Curve   INST   LOLC 600600 SQUARE D LC300-600A0SWBD A
CB-ATS-EM




Fixed   HG 110110 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-GEN
CB-ATS-FP-E
Thermal Curve   INST   LOLC 500500 SQUARE D LC300-600A0BUS-0231
CB-ATS-FP-N
Thermal Curve (Fixed)   INST (3-10 x Trip)   LOTJJ 175400 GE TJJ125-400A0SWBD A
CB-ATS-SB




Fixed   HG 6060 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-BP-1









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   HG 2020 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-CHWP-2
Fixed   HG 4040 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-CHWP-3
Fixed   HG 4040 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-CHWP-4




Thermal Curve   INST   9LC 600600 SQUARE D LC300-600A0SWBD A
CB-DISTP-1LTG-W Feeder




Thermal Curve   INST   LOLC 600600 SQUARE D LC300-600A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-DISTP-1M-W Main
Thermal Curve   INST   LOLA 300400 SQUARE D LA125-400A0DISTP-1ML-W
CB-DISTP-1ML-W Main
Thermal Curve   INST   HILA 250400 SQUARE D LA125-400A0DISTP-1SB-W
CB-DISTP-1SB-W Main




Fixed   HG 1515 SQUARE D HG15-150A0DISTP-7EM-E
CB-DISTP-7EM-EM




Fixed   QD 225225 SQUARE D QD70-250A0DISTP-1SB-W
CB-DS
Fixed   HG 9090 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1EM
CB-EL-1
Fixed   HG 110110 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1EM
CB-EL-2









Sensor/Plug LT SETTING INST SETTING
Fixed   HG 6060 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-HWP-1
Fixed   HG 6060 SQUARE D Powerpact HG15-150A0DISTP-1M-W
CB-HWP-2
Thermal Curve   INST   LOPA 2,0002,000 SQUARE D PA600-2000A0DISTP-4L-W
CB-Main-4L-W
Thermal Curve   INST   5LC 600600 SQUARE D LC300-600A0SWBD A
CB-MECHP






Arc Flash Evaluation Report
Arc Flash Evaluation Study Options
IEEE 1584Standard: seconds
English
Max Arcing Duration: 2.0
Unit: Include Transformer Phase Shift:  No
Define Grounded as SLG/3P Fault >= : 5.0 %
------------------------------------------------------- Flash Boundary Calculation Adjustment Option -------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------- Fuse Current Limiting Option --------------------------------------------------------------
Specify fuses as current limiting in the protective device library, manufacturer’s equipment-specific Incident Energy equations will be used if available.
Include Line and Load Side contributions (protective device failed to open)
------------------------------------------------------- Report Option -----------------------------------------------------------------
Clear Fault Threshold: %80
NoCheck Upstream Miscoordination:
Report calculated incident energy from equation
------------------------------------------------------- Incident Energy Report Option for Equipment Below 240 V -------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------- Generator and Synchronous Motor Decay Option -------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------- Induction Motor Decay Option -------------------------------------------------------
Include induction motors for 5 cycles.
Report last trip device













































0.2081D-W 6.026.02 3.04 3.04 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.4801EM-W 19.7419.74 11.72 11.72 0.000 0.011 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.4801LTG-W 20.7320.73 12.22 12.22 0.000 0.011 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-1RP-W 0.287.51 18.000.2081RP-W 13.1713.17 5.28 5.28 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082D-E 5.465.46 2.84 2.84 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP1-E 13.6013.60 5.40 5.40 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP1-W 6.946.94 2.86 2.86 0.000 0.032 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.024CB-2LP2-E 0.236.67 18.000.2082LP2-E 8.348.34 3.25 3.25 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP2-W 8.688.68 3.35 3.35 0.000 0.023 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP3-E 7.207.20 2.94 2.94 0.000 0.030 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP3-W 6.946.94 2.86 2.86 0.000 0.032 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-2LP4-E 0.287.37 18.000.2082LP4-E 12.5612.56 5.11 5.11 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.2082LP4-W 8.688.68 3.35 3.35 0.000 0.023 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP5-E 10.8810.88 4.62 4.62 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP5-W 9.189.18 4.09 4.09 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.033CB-2LP6-E 0.287.41 18.000.2082LP6-E 6.896.89 2.85 2.85 0.000 0.033 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP6-W 8.928.92 4.02 4.02 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP7-E 11.2611.26 4.73 4.73 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP7-W 8.248.24 3.23 3.23 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.018CB-2LP8-W 0.246.73 18.000.2082LP8-W 9.449.44 4.18 4.18 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082LP9-W 8.248.24 3.23 3.23 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.4802LTG-W 16.3216.32 9.96 9.96 0.000 0.012 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2082RP-W 12.6912.69 5.14 5.14 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-2SB-W 0.175.43 18.000.2082SB-W 6.426.42 3.19 3.19 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.2083D-W 5.475.47 2.85 2.85 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.4803EM-E 5.305.30 3.81 3.81 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP1-E 13.6013.60 5.40 5.40 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.030CB-3LP1-W 0.267.19 18.000.2083LP1-W 7.197.19 2.93 2.93 0.000 0.030 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP10-W 9.539.53 4.21 4.21 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP11-W 8.208.20 3.22 3.22 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP2-E 14.1814.18 5.56 5.56 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.025CB-3LP2-W 0.246.70 18.000.2083LP2-W 8.028.02 3.17 3.17 0.000 0.025 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP3-E 9.059.05 4.05 4.05 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP3-W 8.828.82 3.98 3.98 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP4-E 7.047.04 2.89 2.89 0.000 0.031 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.018CB-3LP4-W 0.246.77 18.000.2083LP4-W 9.799.79 4.29 4.29 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.2083LP5-E 10.2010.20 4.41 4.41 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP5-W 12.9212.92 5.21 5.21 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP6-E 12.5612.56 5.11 5.11 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-3LP6-W 0.277.35 18.000.2083LP6-W 12.4912.49 5.08 5.08 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP7-E 11.2611.26 4.73 4.73 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP7-W 10.0710.07 4.37 4.37 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP8-E 7.377.37 2.98 2.98 0.000 0.029 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.024CB-3LP8-W 0.246.68 18.000.2083LP8_W 8.208.20 3.22 3.22 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083LP9-W 10.0710.07 4.37 4.37 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.4803LTG-E 5.955.95 4.21 4.21 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2083RP-E 15.4815.48 5.91 5.91 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.018CB-3SB-E 0.165.21 18.000.2083SB-E 5.545.54 2.87 2.87 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.2084D-E 5.395.39 2.82 2.82 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP1-E 11.6711.67 4.85 4.85 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP1-W 14.4014.40 5.62 5.62 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-4LP2-E 0.277.26 18.000.2084LP2-E 12.1012.10 4.97 4.97 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP2-W 14.4014.40 5.62 5.62 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP3-E 9.889.88 4.31 4.31 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP3-W 11.6911.69 4.86 4.86 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.026CB-4LP4-E 0.246.82 18.000.2084LP4-E 7.737.73 3.09 3.09 0.000 0.026 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP4-W 9.799.79 4.29 4.29 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP5-E 6.896.89 2.85 2.85 0.000 0.033 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP5-W 13.3913.39 5.34 5.34 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-4LP6-E 0.267.05 18.000.2084LP6-E 11.2611.26 4.73 4.73 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.2084LP6-W 13.3913.39 5.34 5.34 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP7-E 11.6711.67 4.85 4.85 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP7-W 9.289.28 4.13 4.13 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.019CB-4LP8-E 0.236.68 18.000.2084LP8-E 9.059.05 4.05 4.05 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084LP9-E 7.377.37 2.98 2.98 0.000 0.029 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.4804LTG-W 12.8412.84 8.12 8.12 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2084RP-W 16.8816.88 6.28 6.28 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.019CB-4SB-W 0.155.14 18.000.2084SB-W 5.005.00 2.67 2.67 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2085D-E 4.954.95 2.65 2.65 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2085LP1-E 9.709.70 4.26 4.26 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2085LP2-E 10.3210.32 4.45 4.45 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-5LP3-E 0.256.90 18.000.2085LP3-E 10.6610.66 4.55 4.55 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.2085LP4-E 9.159.15 4.09 4.09 0.000 0.019 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2085LP5-E 8.018.01 3.16 3.16 0.000 0.025 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2085LP6-E 7.627.62 3.06 3.06 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.018CB-5LP-7 0.246.80 18.000.2085LP7-E 10.0010.00 4.35 4.35 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2085LP8-E 9.709.70 4.26 4.26 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086LP1-E 11.0211.02 4.66 4.66 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086LP2-E 12.7212.72 5.15 5.15 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-6LP3-E 0.287.40 18.000.2086LP3-E 12.7212.72 5.15 5.15 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086LP4-E 8.438.43 3.28 3.28 0.000 0.024 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086LP5-E 6.666.66 2.78 2.78 0.000 0.035 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086LP6-E 10.3210.32 4.45 4.45 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.017CB-6LP7-E 0.267.08 18.000.2086LP7-E 11.4011.40 4.77 4.77 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,















































0.4806LTG-E 8.048.04 5.44 5.44 0.000 0.015 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086RP-E 14.3614.36 5.61 5.61 0.000 0.017 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.2086SB-E 4.744.74 2.57 2.57 0.000 0.020 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.480DISTP-1EM 20.7821.90 12.81 12.15 0.000 0.060 In Box Level 3 - Arc-rated shirt & pants +





0.480DISTP-1LTG-W 21.8521.85 12.78 12.78 0.000 0.010 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.480DISTP-1M-W 19.7521.95 12.84 11.55 0.000 0.010 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.155.05 18.000.208DISTP-1ML-W 5.285.28 2.78 2.78 0.000 0.018 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,






0.208DISTP-1SB-W 7.357.35 2.98 2.98 0.000 2.000 In Box Level 4 - Arc-rated shirt & pants +





0.208DISTP-3SB-E 5.885.88 3.00 3.00 0.000 2.000 In Box Level 4 - Arc-rated shirt & pants +









0.256.99 18.000.480DISTP-7EM-E 7.967.96 5.40 5.40 0.000 0.015 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.208DS 5.855.85 2.54 2.54 0.000 2.000 In Box Level 4 - Arc-rated shirt & pants +














































0.208PNL 2M-W 4.564.56 2.51 2.51 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber
0.016CB-3M-E 0.063.05 18.000.208PNL 3M-E 2.052.05 1.43 1.43 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.208PNL 4M-W 3.973.97 2.27 2.27 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.208PNL 6M-E 1.901.90 1.36 1.36 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,




0.208PNL-1M-W 5.035.03 2.68 2.68 0.000 0.016 In Box Level 0 - Shirt & pants or coverall,
Nonmelting (ASTM F1506) or Untreated
Fiber






0.208SWBD-2L-W 14.2614.26 4.74 4.74 0.000 0.129 In Box Level 3 - Arc-rated shirt & pants +
arc-rated coverall + arc-rated arc flash suit
2.000CB-3L-E Main 41.72156.86 18.00
 
0.208SWBD-3L-E 18.8718.87 6.79 6.79 0.000 2.000 In Box Level Dangerous! - DO NOT WORK ON
LIVE!
2.000CB-6L-E Main 37.72147.52 18.00
 
0.208SWBD-6L-E 16.4216.42 6.16 6.16 0.000 2.000 In Box Level 4 - Arc-rated shirt & pants +











































   Thermal Curve   
   INST 2 (3240A)  
CB-2LPWW




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 10 (8000A)  
CB-3/4LPWW




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 5 (4092A)  
CB-MECHP




   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)  
   INST OR Fixed (65000A)  
CB-MAIN
FullLoad kVA 2000.0 kVA
Device Notes   













   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)






   Thermal Curve






   Thermal Curve






   Thermal Curve














SC Contribution SLG 4369.1 Amps
                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: SWBD-A  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: SWBD-A




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DISTP-1M-W






























   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (3000A)  
CB-DISTP-1M-W Main




   Fixed   
CB-XFMR-1M




   Thermal Curve   
   INST, (1250 - 2500A) 1250 (1250A)  
CB-AC-1




   Fixed   
CB-BP-1




   Thermal Curve   










   Thermal Curve


















   Thermal Curve








   Thermal Curve









   Fixed
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: DISTP-1M-W  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: DISTP-1M-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DISTP-1M-W






























   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (3000A)  
CB-DISTP-1M-W Main




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 5 (4092A)  
CB-MECHP




   Fixed   
CB-AH-1(1)




   Fixed   
CB-AH-2(1)




   Fixed   
CB-CHWP-1














   Thermal Curve
























































   Thermal Curve




                                                                                                                             x 10 
 TCC Name: DISTP-1M-W(2)  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: DISTP-1M-W(2)






































   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (1500A)  
CB-DISTP-1ML-W Main




   Fixed   
CB-XFMR-1M
FullLoad kVA 75.0 kVA
Device Notes   



















   Thermal Curve















                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: DISTP-1ML-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: DISTP-1ML-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: PNL-1M-W






























   16M (150-580A) 150 (150A)  
CB-PNL-1M-L




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST LO (1500A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: PNL-1M-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: PNL-1M-W






































   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (3480A)  
CB-2L-W Main




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 2 (3240A)  
CB-2LPWW
FullLoad kVA 300.0 kVA
Device Notes   





















   Thermal Curve











   Thermal Curve




                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: SWBD-2L-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: SWBD-2L-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 1RP-W






























   Fixed   
CB-1RP-W




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve











                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 1RP-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 1RP-W






































   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (8000A)  
CB-Main-4L-W




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 10 (8000A)  
CB-3/4LPWW
FullLoad kVA 500.0 kVA
Device Notes   













   Thermal Curve


















   Thermal Curve




                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: DISTP-4L-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: DISTP-4L-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 4RP-W






























   Fixed   
CB-4RP-W




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST LO (8000A)
CBL-0222
Length 10.0 ft
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 4RP-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 4RP-W






































   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)  
   INST OR Fixed (65000A)  
CB-MAIN




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 9 (5172A)  
CB-DISTP-1LTG-W Feeder




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 2 (6000A)  
CB-2/3LPEW




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 8 (6400A)  
   INST OR (Fixed, No User-Adjustable Setting) Fixed (8000A)  
CB-5/6LPEW
FullLoad kVA 2000.0 kVA
Device Notes   













   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)






   Thermal Curve






   Thermal Curve






   Thermal Curve
   INST 8 (6400A)














SC Contribution SLG 4369.1 Amps
                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: SWBD-A(2)  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: SWDBD-A(2)




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DISTP-1LTG-W






























   Thermal Curve   
   INST 4 (1200A)  
   INST OR (Fixed, No User-Adjustable Setting) Fixed (3000A)  
CB-DISTP-1LTG-W Main




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 9 (5172A)  
CB-DISTP-1LTG-W Feeder




   Fixed   
CB-1LTG-W Feeder




   Thermal Curve (Fixed)   
   INST (A-I) A (350A)  
CB-3LTG-W Feeder











   Thermal Curve
   INST 4 (1200A)








   Thermal Curve






























   Thermal Curve (Fixed)






   Thermal Curve (Fixed)








   Thermal Curve (Fixed)











   Thermal Curve (Fixed)



















                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: DISTP-1LTG-W  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: DISTP-1LTG-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 1LTG-W






























   Fixed   
CB-1LTG-W Feeder




   Thermal Curve (Fixed)   










   Thermal Curve (Fixed)












                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 1LTG-W  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: 1LTG-W






































   Thermal Curve   
   INST 2 (9000A)  
CB-6L-E Main




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 8 (6400A)  
   INST OR (Fixed, No User-Adjustable Setting) Fixed (8000A)  
CB-5/6LPEW
FullLoad kVA 500.0 kVA
Device Notes   



















   Thermal Curve











   Thermal Curve
   INST 8 (6400A)




                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: SWBD-6L-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: SWBD-6L-E




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 6RP-E






























   Fixed   
CB-6RP-E




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST 2 (9000A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 6RP-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 6RP-E




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 5LP1-E






























   Fixed   
CB-5LP1-E




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST 2 (9000A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 5LP1-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 5LP1-E




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 5LP6-E






























   Fixed   
CB-5LP6-E




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST 2 (9000A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 5LP6-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 5LP6-E






































   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (8000A)  
CB-3L-E Main




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 2 (6000A)  
CB-2/3LPEW
FullLoad kVA 750.0 kVA
Device Notes   





















   Thermal Curve











   Thermal Curve




                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: SWBD-3L-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: SWBD-3L-E




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 3RP-E






























   Fixed   
CB-3RP-E




   Thermal Curve   







   Thermal Curve















                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 3RP-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 3RP-E






































   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)  
   INST OR Fixed (65000A)  
CB-MAIN




   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (3000A)  
CB-ATS-EM




   Thermal Curve (Fixed)   
   INST (3-10 x Trip) LO (525A)  
CB-ATS-SB
FullLoad kVA 2000.0 kVA
Device Notes   













   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (3000A); 1
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (15000A)
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1 (I^2t Off)






   Thermal Curve






   Thermal Curve (Fixed)














SC Contribution SLG 4369.1 Amps
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: SWBD-A(3)  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: SWBD-A(3)




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DISTP-1EM






























   Thermal Curve   
   INST LO (3000A)  
CB-ATS-EM




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 6 (3600A)  









   Thermal Curve
   INST 6 (3600A)











   Thermal Curve




                                                                                                                             x 1000 
 TCC Name: DISTP-1EM  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: DISTP-1EM




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DISTP-1EM






























   Thermal Curve (Fixed)   
   INST (A-I) A (350A)  
CB-DISTP-7EM-E Feeder






















   Thermal Curve (Fixed)




                                                                                                                             x 10 
 TCC Name: DISTP-7EM-E  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: DISTP-7EM-E




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 1EM-W






























   Fixed   
CB-1EM-W Feeder




   Thermal Curve (Fixed)   
   INST (A-I) A (350A)  
CB-1EM-W Main




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 6 (3600A)  










   Thermal Curve (Fixed)

















   Thermal Curve
   INST 6 (3600A)
   INST OR (Fixed, No User-Adjustable Setting) Fixed (6000A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 1EM-W  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: 1EM-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 3EM-E






























   Fixed   
CB-3EM-W Feeder




   Thermal Curve   
   INST 6 (3600A)  





















   Thermal Curve
   INST 6 (3600A)
   INST OR (Fixed, No User-Adjustable Setting) Fixed (6000A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 3EM-E  Reference Voltage: 480
 Oneline: 3EM-E






































   Thermal Curve   
   INST HI (2500A)  
CB-DISTP-1SB-W Main




   Fixed   
CB-1D-W




   Thermal Curve (Fixed)   
   INST (3-10 x Trip) HI (1750A)  
CB-ATS-SB
FullLoad kVA 112.5 kVA
Device Notes   



















   Thermal Curve

























   Thermal Curve (Fixed)






                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: DISTP-1SB-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: DISTP-1SB-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 1D-W






























   Fixed   
CB-1D-W




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST HI (2500A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 1D-W  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 1D-W




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DS






























   Fixed   
CB-DS




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST HI (2500A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: DS  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: DS




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: DISTP-3SB-E






























   Fixed   
CB-DISTP-3SB-E Main




   Thermal Curve   





















   Thermal Curve
   INST HI (2500A)
                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: DISTP-3SB-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: DISTP-3SB-E




Worst Case Arcing Fault:
Bus: 2D-E






























   Fixed   
CB-2D-E































                                                                                                                             x 100 
 TCC Name: 2D-E  Reference Voltage: 208
 Oneline: 2D-E
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